The Alaska WIC Program requires each applicant to show proof of identification, residence (address), and income. Please read the following statement before completing this form:

I understand that by signing this form, I am certifying that the information I am giving WIC is correct. I understand that intentionally giving false information may result in paying WIC back, in cash, the value of food benefits improperly received and/or being removed from the WIC Program.

1. **This form is for:**  □ Income  □ Residency  □ Identity

2. **Select the type of missing proof/IOU and the reason for the No Proof / IOU:**
   - _____ Income  The amount of income for my household per month = ________________
     Reason proof is missing: ________________________________
   - _____ ID  Reason proof is missing: ________________________________
   - _____ Residency  Reason proof is missing: ________________________________
   - _____ Other  Reason proof is missing: ________________________________

I understand that I may not receive vouchers at my next appointment unless I bring this proof in within 30 days.

Applicant: _____________________________________________  ____________
   Signature  Date

Staff: _____________________________________________  ____________
   Signature  Date